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Abstract:
As Service Providers introduce and expand IP-based service offerings, there is increasing interest in identifying
the opportunities for the industry to facilitate IP routing of Voice over IP (VoIP) traffic using E.164 addresses. The
ATIS/SIP Forum IP-Network-to-Network (NNI) Task Force took on the initiative to develop a Technical Document
and is publishing a report to describe the candidate proposals for circulation and comment. Recognizing that IP
traffic exchange is developing as an overlay to existing Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) interconnection and will
be implemented by different service providers with varying timelines, the purpose of this draft report is to:
1. Provide an overview of in-use and proposed architectures with the provisioning processes and calls flows to
facilitate the exchange of VoIP traffic associated with IP-based services using E.164 addresses.
2. Present comparative characteristics that may be useful in understanding the approaches.
3. Consider how such in-use and proposed solution(s) may be adopted and/or coexist, and evolve for transition
to a future integrated registry envisioned at the FCC Numbering Testbed Workshop.
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Foreword
The Alliance for Telecommunication Industry Solutions (ATIS) serves the public through improved understanding between
providers, customers, and manufacturers. The Packet Technologies and Systems Committee (PTSC) develops and
recommends standards and technical reports related to services, architectures, and signaling, in addition to related subjects
under consideration in other North American and international standards bodies. PTSC coordinates and develops standards
and technical reports relevant to telecommunications networks in the U.S., reviews and prepares contributions on such
matters for submission to U.S. ITU-T and U.S. ITU-R Study Groups or other standards organizations, and reviews for
acceptability or per contra the positions of other countries in related standards development and takes or recommends
appropriate actions.
The SIP Forum is an IP communications industry association that engages in numerous activities that promote and advance
SIP-based technology, such as the development of industry recommendations, the SIPit, SIPconnect-IT and RTCWeb-it
interoperability testing events, special workshops, educational seminars, and general promotion of SIP in the industry. The SIP
Forum is also the producer of the annual SIPNOC conferences (for SIP Network Operators Conference), focused on the
technical requirements of the service provider community. One of the Forum's notable technical activities is the development
of the SIPconnect Technical Recommendation – a standards-based SIP trunking recommendation for direct IP peering and
interoperability between IP PBXs and SIP-based service provider networks. Other important Forum initiatives include work in
VRS interoperability, security, NNI, and SIP and IPv6.
Suggestions for improvement of this document are welcome. They should be sent to the Alliance for Telecommunications
Industry Solutions, PTSC, 1200 G Street NW, Suite 500, Washington, DC 20005, and/or to the SIP Forum, 733 Turnpike
Street, Suite 192, North Andover, MA, 01845.
The mandatory requirements are designated by the word shall and recommendations by the word should. Where both a
mandatory requirement and a recommendation are specified for the same criterion, the recommendation represents a goal
currently identifiable as having distinct compatibility or performance advantages. The word may denotes a optional capability
that could augment the standard. The standard is fully functional without the incorporation of this optional capability.
The ATIS/SIP Forum IP-NNI Task Force under the ATIS Packet Technologies and Systems Committee (PTSC) and under
the SIP Forum Technical Working Group (TWG) were responsible for the development of this document.
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Technical Report on –

IP Interconnection Routing
1 Scope, Purpose, & Application
1.1 Scope
This document was developed under a joint ATIS/ Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Forum collaboration. The
document discusses existing in-use and proposed routing solutions to facilitate the exchange of traffic associated
with Internet Protocol (IP)-based services between North American service providers.
Many options and issues were previously investigated by an ATIS Inter-Carrier VoIP Call Routing Focus Group
(IVCR-FG), which issued its final report in February 2008. At that time, the IVCR-FG report noted that a number of
vendor proposals have been made, but no initiative exists to develop the necessary standards needed to enable
VoIP call interconnectivity [1].
The initial objectives of the ATIS/SIP Forum IP-NNI Task Force as memorialized in the agreement between ATIS
and the SIP Forum included defining “the architecture and requirements for a shared ‘Thin’ registry of NNI
interconnection data.” The Task Force was unable to reach consensus on a single registry architecture.
Accordingly, this report summarizes the various proposals for IP interconnection routing that have been discussed
by the Task Force, both registry and non-registry based, and how they may interoperate.
Subsequent to the formation of the ATIS/SIP Forum IP-NNI Task Force, the Federal Communications
Commission authorized the creation of a Numbering Testbed to “spur the research and development of the next
generation standards and protocols for number allocation, verification, and call routing.”[2] The Commission also
held a workshop to initiate a Numbering Testbed on March 25, 2014. Discussion at the Workshop focused on
ideas for a “future integrated registry” that would support number allocation, verification, and call routing across all
types of North American Numbering Plan (NANP) numbers in a post TDM environment.
It should be noted that this initial report of the ATIS/SIP Forum IP-NNI Task Force report does not address the
development of such an integrated registry, but instead focuses on the identification of existing in-use and
proposed solutions to facilitate call routing across IP interconnections between now and the deployment of the
future integrated registry envisioned at the Workshop.

1.2 Purpose
As Service Providers introduce and expand IP-based service offerings, there is increasing interest in identifying
the opportunities for the industry to facilitate IP routing of VoIP traffic using E.164 addresses. The ATIS/SIP
Forum IP-NNI Task Force has taken on the initiative to develop a Technical Report and is publishing a draft report
to describe the candidate proposals for circulation and comment. Recognizing that IP traffic exchange is
developing as an overlay to existing TDM interconnection and will be implemented by different service providers
with varying timelines, the purpose of this draft report is to:
1. Provide an overview of in-use and proposed architectures with the provisioning processes and calls flows
to facilitate the exchange of VoIP traffic associated with IP-based services using E.164 addresses.
2. Present comparative characteristics that may be useful in understanding the approaches.
3. Consider how such in-use and proposed solution(s) may be adopted and/or coexist, and evolve for
transition to a future integrated registry envisioned at the FCC Workshop.

Based upon the output and feedback on this draft report, further analysis will be required including but not limited
to:
1. Refine solution(s) that includes consideration of feedback obtained from the draft report.
1
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2. Detail how existing in-use and proposed interim solution(s) may be adopted and/or coexist, and evolve.
3. Finalize comparative characteristics

1.3 Application
This document describes in-use and proposed routing alternatives that may be used for planning North America
deployments, but may be applicable for deployments outside North America.
Impact on Services – The routing alternatives described by this document are not intended to establish a new
“compliance” requirement for existing or future products and services offered by any ATIS member company.
Impact on Interconnection Arrangements – The routing alternatives described in this document do not account for
every routing alternative and although Providers may voluntarily employ them to facilitate interconnection
planning, it is not a replacement for the technical discussions required during the development of commercial
interconnection arrangements.
Impact on Regulations – Commercial interconnection arrangements allow Providers to address differences in their
network and customer needs, and describing these alternatives in an ATIS Standard or Technical Report is not an
endorsement by any ATIS member company to alter any existing regulatory obligation, or create a new regulatory
obligation.

2 References
The following standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this
Standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All standards are subject to revision, and
parties to agreements based on this Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most
recent editions of the standards indicated below.

[1] Order, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Report and Order, Order and Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Proposal for Ongoing Data Initiative (FCC 14-5), released January 31, 2014, in
GN Docket No. 13-5, GN Docket No. 12-35, WC Docket No. 10-90, CG Docket No. 10-51, CG Docket No. 03-123,
WC Docket No. 13-97.1
[2] ATIS-1000039, Testing Configuration for IP Network to Network Interconnection Release 1.02
[3] RFC 4904, Representing Trunk Groups in tel/sip Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) – June 20073
[4] RFC 4694, Number Portability Parameters for the "tel" URI – October 20062
[5] RFC 6116, The E.164 to Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) Dynamic Delegation Discovery System (DDDS)
Application (ENUM) – March 20112
[6] RFC 5067, Infrastructure ENUM Requirements – November 20072
[7] RFC 5064, The Archived-At Message Header Field – December 20072
[8] RFC 3403, Dynamic Delegation Discovery System (DDDS) Part Three: The Domain Name System (DNS)
Database - October 20012
[9] RFC 6891, Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS(0)) – April 20132
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3 Definitions, Acronyms, & Abbreviations
For a list of common communications terms and definitions, please visit the ATIS Telecom Glossary, which is
located at < http://www.atis.org/glossary >.

3.1 Definitions
For the purposes of this document the following descriptions apply
3.1.1 The Business Integrated Routing and Rating Database System (BIRRDS) – is a database system used
for inputting service provider call routing/rating and interconnection information for all telephone numbers within
the North American numbering plan. BIRRDS data is entered by Service Providers (SPs) and/or their agents. It
consists of a collection of input databases from which the (LERG™ Routing Guide is generated.
3.1.2 LERG™ Routing Guide4 – – is the North American telecom industry's recognized, authoritative database
used for the exchange of PSTN routing information that is obtained from BIRRDS.
3.1.3 Common Language® CLONES Database – is the authoritative database used for the development and
exchange of Common Language Location Codes (CLLITM 5Codes) per ATIS-0300253, Identification of Location
Entities for the North American Telecommunications System. CLONES reference data is used in BIRRDS/LERG
Routing Guide for the identification of switch and interface locations.
3.1.4 Number Portability Administration Center (NPAC) – is the authoritative industry PSTN database for local
number portability routing information as mandated by the FCC in 1996. It is currently administered by Neustar
who was awarded the initial contract by the FCC. NPAC is governed by the NANC/LNPA Working Group which is
a Federal Advisory Committee to the FCC.

3.2 Acronyms & Abbreviations
3GPP

3rd Generation Partnership Project

BIRRDS

Business Integrated Routing and Rating Database System

BSS/OSS

Business Support Systems/Operation Support Systems

CIGRR

Common Interest Group on Routing and Rating

CLLI

Common Language Location code

CSCF

Call Session Control Function

DNS

Domain Name Server

ENUM

E.164 NUmber Mapping

FQDN

Fully Qualified Domain Name

GSM

Global System for Mobile

IMS

IP Multimedia Subsystem

I-SBC

Ingress - Session Boarder Controller

IP

Internet Protocol

LRN

Location Routing Number

4

LERGTM Routing Guide is a trademark of Telcordia Technologies, Inc. dba iconectiv
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LTE

Long-Term Evolution

LSMS

Local Service Management Systems

NANP

North American Numbering Plan

NAPTR

Naming Authority Pointer

NECA

National Exchange Carriers Association

NNI

Network to Network Interface

NPAC

Number Portability Administration Center

OCN

Operating Company Number

OTT

Over-the-Top

PE

Provider Edge

POI

Point Of Interface

RCS

Rich Communication Services

SBC

Session Border Controller

S-CSCF

Serving-Call Session Control Function

SIP

Session Initiation Protocol

SIP URI

SIP Uniform Resource Identifier

SOA

Service Order Activation

SOF

Switch Office Functionality indicators

SP

Service Provider

SPID

Service Provider ID

SRV

Single Radio Voice

TDM

Time-Division Multiplexing

tel-URI

Telephone Uniform Resource Identifier

TLS

Transport Layer Security

TRF

Transit and Roaming Function

TrFO

Transcode Free Operation

UE

User Equipment

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

VoIP

Voice over IP

VoLTE

Voice over LTE

4
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4 Aggregate
Structures

Approaches

Based

on

Existing

NANP

Data

Some service providers are already exchanging voice traffic over IP facilities. This clause details how routing for
such exchanges has been implemented based on existing data in the LERG Routing Guide and NPAC
supplemented with the bilateral exchange of information to map LERG Routing Guide and/or NPAC identifiers to
IP connection information.
Existing approaches to IP interconnection routing discussed in this clause rely on NANP constructs that already
aggregate telephone numbers into groups and then associate a route (Session Border Controller [SBC] Uniform
Resource Identifier [URI] or IP address) with the telephone number group. Common methods of aggregation are
Location Routing Number (LRN) in the NPAC, and Operating Company Numbers (OCNs), CLLIs, and central
office codes (NPA-NXXs) in the LERG Routing Guide.

4.1 In-Use Method Using Existing LERG Routing Guide & NPAC Data
This clause describes how some SPs have already implemented an internal IP routing service using data
available from the LERG Routing Guide and NPAC. This is possible because when SPs obtain numbering
resources they are associated with the SP’s OCN, the serving switch’s CLLI code, an NPA-NXX, as well as a 10digit LRN for those TNs which are ported or pooled. These “identifiers” are shared among SPs through existing
NPAC and LERG Routing Guide feeds and no new industry systems development or standards were required to
implement this solution. Sometimes referred to as the “aggregation method,” the use of these existing identifiers
to efficiently represent (or aggregate) large groups of TNs significantly reduces the quantity of routing records,
and avoids the need for SPs to provision multiple instances of the same routing data for each of its customers’
TNs. During the development of the interconnection agreement, SPs exchange these “identifiers” (aka “TN group
identifiers”) and ingress SBC IP addresses to establish routes between their networks via an IP interconnection.

4.1.1 Use Cases
The makeup of an SP’s switching infrastructure and the degree to which customer TNs are served via IP will
influence which identifier(s) may be used to represent the groups of TNs to which traffic should be sent via an IP
interconnect. The following use case examples are not intended to serve as an exhaustive list of possible
scenarios:






A SP may specify calls to all of their customers’ TNs on all of their switches should be sent over an IP
interconnection. Here, the SP can simply specify their OCN as the identifier since all the TNs associated
in the LERG Routing Guide and NPAC with their switches are related to their OCN. This is likely attractive
if the SP is a VoIP provider or a cable company if all of their customers are served via IP.
If an SP has specific switches to which calls should be sent via IP, they could simply identify those
switches by their switch CLLI code. This is likely attractive for SPs with a mixed TDM and IP switching
infrastructure that prefer traffic associated with certain or all of their IP switches be sent via an IP
interconnect. Also, SPs transitioning their TDM interconnects to IP can manage the rate of transition by
adding switch CLLI codes to the list of identifiers as it grows its IP interconnection capacity.
The 10-digit LRN is a flexible vehicle for identifying a subset of TNs associated with a particular switch
that, for example, serves both TDM and IP customer endpoints. Although SPs are required to establish at
least one LRN per switch per LATA, they can create additional 10-digit LRNs to uniquely identify those
TNs to which calls should be sent over an IP interconnection. This is likely attractive where one IP switch
is used to serve both TDM and IP customer endpoints where the SP establishes second unique LRN to
identify those TNs served via IP for which traffic should be sent over the IP interconnection. For example,
a Long-Term Evolution (LTE) wireless carrier may choose to establish unique LRNs to identify TNs
belonging to Voice over LTE (VoLTE) customers. Another example is where a CLEC provides TNs to an
Over-the-Top (OTT) VoIP provider and creates a unique LRN to identify those TNs assigned to customers
of the OTT VoIP provider (that should be sent via and IP interconnection).

5
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Below is a table summarizing the group of TNs represented by a “group identifier” as described in the above
examples:
Table 4.1 - Group Identifiers
Group Identifier

Group of TNs Represented By the Identifier

OCN

All TNs associated with all SP switches

Switch CLLI

All TNs associated with an single SP’s switch

LRN

A subset of TNs associated with a single switch

NPA-NXX

A subset of TNs associated with a single switch

4.1.2 Implementation
Many SP core networks are IP based and utilize an internal “routing service” to determine how to forward service
requests. SIP redirect and Domain Name Server (DNS) capabilities common in IP core networks provide the
basic building blocks to implement real-time call processing for external NNI routing applications using “group
identifiers.” This solution can be accommodated by commercially available routing (DNS and E.164 NUmber
Mapping (ENUM)) infrastructure and each SP is free to determine when and how to implement a "routing service”
solution appropriate for their business and operational needs. SPs have options given vendors are actively
engaged in providing solutions of this nature and the following general description is provided for illustrative
purposes only.

4.1.3 Provisioning
A Provisioning diagram is shown below in Figure 4.1:
In this provisioning example, SP1 provisions its Routing Service and DNS based upon information provided by
SP2. In this example, group identifiers (LRNs) are correlated with SBC interconnect IP addresses and domain
names provided by SP2.
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Figure 4.1 – Provisiioning – In-U
Use Method Using
U
Existin
ng LERG Rou
uting Guide and NPAC D
Data

4
4.1.4 Call Flow
O
One example of the Call Flow is shown below in Figu
ure 4.2. Othe
er methods off implementattion are also cconsistent
w
with this appro
oach:
1. Pat (n
non-roaming subscriber
s
off SP1) makes
s a session re
equest (e.g., p
places a call)) to Mike (sub
bscriber of
SP2). SP1’s netwo
ork provides originating
o
se
ervices based on Pat’s sub
bscription.
2. SP1’s
s application server
s
queries its routing service
s
in rea
al time using tthe called num
mber to deterrmine how
to forrward the re
equest. The routing serv
vice first porrtability corre
ects the calle
ed number, and then
determ
mines that it is
i not subscriibed to SP1. It then checkks to see whe
ether a group identifier is a
associated
with the
t
telephone
e number an
nd covered by
b an IP inte
erconnection agreement. IIf so, the SP
P1 routing
servic
ce supplies6 the
t
applicatio
on server witth the ingres s point throu
ugh which SP
P2 has reque
ested that
sessio
on requests directed
d
to me
embers of this
s group enter its network.
3. The application
a
se
erver identifies
s SBC-2 and (if applicable
e) SBC-1 in S
SIP ROUTE headers, and
d forwards
the re
esulting session request onward.
o
SP1’s L3 proce
essing resolve
es the host p
portion of the
e topmost
ROUT
TE header (us
sing DNS) to the IP addres
ss of SBC-1.
4. SBC-1 removes th
he topmost ROUTE
R
header (which ide
entifies itself)) and forward
ds the sessio
on request
based
d on the next one (which id
dentifies SBC
C-2). To do s o it resolves (using DNS) the host portion of that
heade
er, yielding the IP address of SBC-2.
5. SBC-2
2 removes th
he topmost ROUTE
R
heade
er (which ide
entifies itself) and admits tthe message
e to SP2’s
netwo
ork, forwarding it to an app
plication serve
er, and eventu
ually to Mike. How SP2 pe
erforms these
e functions
is SP specific.

6

How this is ac
ccomplished is implementatio
on specific. Mes
ssages from a n application sserver to a routting service is ttypically an
nds back a
E
ENUM query, but
b in some networks a SIP message
m
is sen
nt to a proxy co
ollocated with tthe ENUM servvice, which sen
3
302 “redirect” re
esponse.
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Figurre 4.2 – Call Flow
F
– In-Use
e Method Us
sing Existing
g LERG Routting Guide an
nd NPAC Datta

4
4.2 In-Us
se Method
d with LE
ERG Routting Guid
de Enhan
ncements
s
T
This clause describes
d
the exchange off data for IP routing and i nterconnectio
on using exissting industry database
ssystems, arch
hitectures and
d processes, with LERG Routing
R
Guide
e enhanceme
ents as neede
ed for routing
g of E.164
A
Addressed Co
ommunication
ns over IP NN
NI.
T
This approach
h would allow
w existing dow
wnstream sys
stems and pro
ocesses to be
e utilized and enhanced, a
as may be
n
needed, with minimal impa
act to service providers. The
T LERG Ro
outing Guide a
and NPAC ha
ave evolved ssince their
in
nception to support
s
new technologies
s and industry
y processes. These sysstems have e
embedded go
overnance
p
processes tha
at allow the industry to fa
acilitate system process enhancementss as required
d by service providers.
C
Consequently
y, a solution to
t utilize exis
sting databas
se systems w
would allow th
he industry to continue to
o manage
p
process evolu
ution as it pe
ertains to IP routing and interconnecttion within esstablished ind
dustry forumss that are
p
proven, efficie
ent, cost effec
ctive, and are balanced acrross industry segments.
U
Utilizing LERG
G Routing Guide
G
for support of IP intterconnection
n could mainttain consistency of data exchange
a
across the mu
ulti-carrier ec
cosystem. Ad
dditionally, uttilization of th
he LERG Rou
uting Guide rrouting data a
allows the
o
originating pro
ovider to reta
ain control of egress route
e selection th
hrough management of itss own transla
ations and
rrouting tables.
S
Service provid
ders can conttinue to levera
age NPAC an
nd existing Lo
ocal Number P
Portability (LN
NP) system p
processes,
ssuch as Service Order Ac
ctivation (SOA
A) and the Lo
ocal Service Managementt Systems (L
LSMS) framew
work, with
m
minimal impac
ct to their bus
siness processes for ported
d and pooled numbers tha
at are serviced
d by IP techno
ology.
T
The existing industry fram
mework supp
ports the evolution of TDM
M to IP routting and inte
erconnection, however,
e
existing datab
base systems
s would need
d to be enhan
nced accordin
ng to the indu
ustry requirem
ments. The
e following
ittems require further study
y and are pos
ssible areas of
o enhanceme
ent to these industry data
abases in sup
pport of IP
rrouting for bo
oth PSTN tran
nsition and all
a IP network
ks. Upon indu
ustry consenssus, BIRRDS
S/LERG Routing Guide
ccan be enhanced to support:




ce provider ex
xchange of Uniform
U
Resou
urce Identifierr (URI) to ide
entify Ingress--SBCs (I-SBC
C) or other
Servic
IP inte
erconnect equ
uipment.
Servic
ce provider exchange of lo
ocation data for
f I-SBCs orr other IP inte
erconnect equ
uipment. Forr example,
Session Border Controller Loca
ation Entities
s could still b
be specified p
per ATIS-030
00253, Identiffication of
or the North American
A
Tele
ecommunicat ions, and excchanged betw
ween service p
providers.
Locattion Entities fo
A pro
ocess for serv
vice providerrs to exchang
ge service tyypes and attrribute parame
eters (e.g., C
Classes of
Servic
ce, CODEC capabilities, Transcode Free Opera
ation (TrFO), facsimile su
upport, etc.) that are
assoc
ciated with a specific
s
Sessiion Border Co
ontroller (SBC
C)/IP intercon
nnection pointt. This can be
e similar to
the cu
urrent proces
ss in BIRRDS
S/LERG Routiing Guide to identify TDM
M switch attrib
butes known as Switch
Office
e Functionality
y indicators (S
SOFs).
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A pro
ocess for fla
agging speciffic LRNs, as
s defined byy the service
e provider, to be “relate
ed to” IP
interc
connection.
A process to suppo
ort service pro
ovider exchan
nge of per se rvice type (e.g., SIP, PSTN
N, mailto, etc.) Uniform
Resou
urce Identifierr (URI) and pa
arameter exc
change.
A process to excha
ange potentia
al PSTN and IP routes simu
ultaneously.
ocess to reta
ain policy co
ontrol for sele
ection of prim
mary and alternate egress routes an
nd all the
A pro
assoc
ciated busines
ss processes.
A process to valida
ate Domain Names
N
and po
otentially full U
URIs associa
ated with an IP
P interconnecction point
prior to
t accepting such
s
routing information fo
or exchange.
A pro
ocess to have
e routing/inte
erconnection database sysstems suppo
ort alternative
e number con
nservation
metho
ods (e.g., use
e of 100 or other number block
b
sizes); B
BIRRDS/LER
RG Routing G
Guide can be enhanced
to me
eet this need, all while ma
aintaining com
mpatibility witth routing on
n existing NPA
A/NXX and tthousands
blocks
s assignmentts. Support for
f a “Just In Time” numbe
er allocation m
model at a single TN level warrants
furthe
er evaluation;; however, in that case an industry requirementt for coexiste
ence with bllock level
assign
nments shoulld also be eva
aluated.
More frequent routting data exch
hanges than daily,
d
then BIR
RRDS/LERG
G Routing Guid
de can be enhanced to
meet this need.

4
4.2.1 Call Flow

Figure
F
4.3 – Call
C Flow – In-Use Metho
od using LER
RG Routing G
Guide Enhan
ncements

S
Session 1 – IP Session viia PSTN Interconnection
(1) A session is originated and sent to th
he Call Sessio
on Control Fu
unction (CSCF).
SCF performs an internal query to its rou
uting server to
o retrieve rou
uting data for tthe called num
mber.
(2&3) The CS
(4) If the CSC
CF determines
s that the called number requires
r
intercconnection viia the PSTN tto Terminatin
ng Service
P
Provider 1, the
en the sessio
on is routed to
o the appropriate trunk gate
eway where it is converted
d to TDM.
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(5) The session is routed internally to the trunk gateway and point of interconnection for Terminating Service
Provider 1. The call is converted back to IP within the terminating service provider network.
(6&7) Terminating Service Provider 1 then signals the terminating CSCF to complete the call. Terminating
Service Provider 1 may be an IP network but the means of interconnection is still via the PSTN. It is probable, per
the illustration, that the terminating service provider offers both media gateways and I-SBCs to accept sessions
during the IP transition phase.

Session 2 – IP Session via IP-IP Interconnection
(1) A session is originated and sent to the CSCF.
(2) The CSCF performs an internal query to its routing server to retrieve routing data for the called number.
(3) The routing server returns a URI and the CSCF determines that the called number can accommodate an IPNNI to the Terminating Service Provider,
(3a) The CSCF will then query its local DNS to resolve the URI to the IP address of the I-SBC of the terminating
network.
(8) A SIP invite is sent to the egress I-SBC of the originating network that has connectivity to the ingress I-SBC of
the terminating service provider.
(9) A SIP Invite is forwarded to the terminating service provider’s ingress I-SBC. Route selection is based on IP
peering agreement between SPs as well as service attributes, least cost routing, etc.
(10&11) Terminating Service Provider 2 signals to the appropriate CSCF and the end-to-end session is
established.
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4
4.2.2 Prov
visioning

Fig
gure 4.4 - Provisioning – In-Use Meth
hod using LE
ERG Routing
g Guide Enha
ancements

R
Routing Data
a Provisionin
ng:
(R1) Service provider deve
elops a switch/point-of-inte
erface (POI) CLLI Code a
and associate
ed location atttributes in
the CLONES database.
(R2a) The CL
LONES databa
ase provides newly develo
oped CLLI Co
ode and location reference
e data to BIRR
RDS. The
lo
ocation refere
ence informa
ation is used by service providers
p
in ssupport of de
eveloping new
w BIRRDS sswitch/POI
rrecords.
(R2b) The Na
ational Exchan
nge Carrier Association
A
(N
NECA), provid
des new Company Codes ((a subset of O
OCNs), as
they are assig
gned, to BIRR
RDS.
(R2c) Nationa
al CO Code (NXX) Adm
ministrators an
nd the Thou
usands-Block Pooling Adm
ministrator (U
U.S. only)
e
establish base
e CO Code an
nd block assignment recorrds in BIRRDS
S.
(R3) Service provider
p
upda
ates BIRRDS with switch/P
POI informatio
on (e.g., actua
al switch, POIs, trunk gate
eways, call
a
agents, Signa
aling Transferr Points (STP
Ps), etc.), hom
ming arrange
ements, Locattion Routing Numbers (LR
RNs), and
d
detailed inform
mation suppo
orting the CO Code NPA/N
NXX, NPA/NX
XX-X. This da
ata is integratted with otherr BIRRDS
d
data elements
s (e.g., Rate Centers) maintained by th
he BIRRDS a
administrator. URIs can po
otentially be a
associated
w
with OCN, at the highest order,
o
or can be associated
d with other L
LERG Routing Guide data
a, e.g., NPA-N
NXX level.
T
The URI asso
ociation would
d need to be agreed
a
upon by
b the service
e providers.
(R4) The LER
RG Routing Guide is gen
nerated from current BIRR
RDS data an
nd is provided to service providers
m
monthly for their pre-provis
sioning system
ms. As an op
ption, augmen
nted daily activity may be p
provided nighttly.
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(R5) Based on service providers’ local methods and procedures, the LERG Routing Guide data is loaded into
service providers’ pre-provisioning systems and is used for switch translations and routing.
(R6) Based on service providers’ local methods and procedures, the LERG Routing Guide data in service
providers’ pre-provisioning systems is made accessible to switch translations engineers to configure the switch
translation and routing tables.

Local Number Porting/Pooling Provisioning:
The following process involves a pre-port validation (PPV) process as well as an NPAC SOA process.
(P1) A customer/subscriber requests to port his/her telephone number to the new/recipient service provider.
(P2) Pre-port validation – The new/recipient server provider requests validation of the port from the old/donor
service provider.
(P3) Confirmation – verification of subscriber information is sent from the old/donor service provider to the
new/recipient service provider.
(P4) The new/recipient service provider sends a creation of a pending port to NPAC.
(P5) NPAC sends a notification of port to the old/donor service provider.
(P6) An approval of the pending port is sent by the old/donor service provider to NPAC.
(P7) NPAC sends a notification of the old service provider’s port approval to the new/ recipient service provider.
(P8) Activation of the port is sent from the new/recipient service provider to the NPAC.
(P9) NPAC broadcasts the new routing information for the port to the Local Service Management Systems
(LSMSs) for all service providers to update their local databases – generally a service control point (SCP) or STP.

Service Provider Provisioning:
(S1) Service providers negotiate interconnection and exchange DNS Address (A/AAAA) records for their ingress
interconnection POIs.
(S1A) Each service provider provisions the records received from the other service provider in its internal
DNS. These IP addresses correspond to the destination service provider’s I-SBCs that constitute the application
layer POIs.

4.2.3 Summary
As industry requirements develop, and if they direct a solution to utilize existing database systems to support IP
routing and interconnection information exchange, the capabilities of BIRRDS/LERG Routing Guide and NPAC
database systems and their existing processes can be leveraged and enhanced to meet this need. There are
several advantages for utilizing the existing database systems and infrastructure to support IP routing and
interconnection. In particular, and at a minimum, this approach:





Retains egress routing policy at the originating provider and allows QoS, least cost routing and other
operational and commercial considerations to continue to play a role in determining primary and alternate
routes for interconnection.
Provides simultaneous PSTN and IP routes in an efficient manner should both options be available for a
particular session including resiliency during the transition phase should one method be unavailable at a
given moment.
Leverages existing vehicles and processes for industry-wide routing information exchange of new IP
parameters, URIs, and locations on a per service type basis.
Avoids additional carrier overhead and costs that would result from adding network gear (hardware,
software, and associated engineering, provisioning, monitoring, and security processes) for external
queries (e.g., ENUM) in per call/session setup. Likewise it avoids additional points of network failure and
potential performance degradation.
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Can coexist with an ENUM approach to routing data exchange should that be adopted between two
service providers who agree to do so.
Retains and leverages existing process management for the evolution of IP information exchange and is
governed by established neutral industry forums and based on specific requirements developed by the
industry.

BIRRDS/LERG Routing Guide and NPAC database systems and processes have efficiently evolved to support
new network routing and interconnection data exchange for the past many years. These systems are likewise
deeply imbedded into service provider operations and business processes for billing, reporting, network
engineering, least cost routing, and service activation, among others. Such factors are equally as important to
service providers as deploying IP interconnection technology itself. Utilizing existing industry database systems
and processes for IP routing data exchange would minimize potentially broad impacts to service providers and will
support a more cost effective, reliable, seamless, and accelerated transition from TDM to an all IP environment.
In addition, enhancements allowing SPs the option to mechanize the distribution of their list of IP group identifiers
including OCNs, LRN, and NXXs using existing BIRRDS/LERG Routing Guide distribution capabilities is under
consideration by the Common Interest Group on Routing and Rating (CIGRR).

4.3 Enhancing LERG Routing Guide to Provide a Tier 1 ENUM Registry
This clause describes how the LERG Routing Guide can be enhanced to support Tier 1 ENUM Registry
information exchange for routing of E.164 Addressed Communications over the IP NNI. To accommodate this
capability, the existing LERG Routing Guide would need to be enhanced to include Tier 2 Name Server
information.
The LERG Routing Guide was initially designed for routing of interLATA Time Division Multiplex (TDM) calls by
interexchange carriers but has effectively evolved since its inception to support new networks and technologies.
It continues to evolve with governance processes that allow the industry to facilitate system process
enhancements as required by service providers. For example, the LERG Routing Guide has also evolved to
provide support for information exchange between all types of service providers including Incumbent Local
Exchange Carriers, Competitive Local Exchange Carriers, Wireless Service Providers, and Voice over IP (VoIP)
Providers, etc. In addition, the LERG Routing Guide evolved to support the exchange of hybrid TDM/IP routing
and interconnection architectures, Call Agent/Media Gateway homing arrangements and NPA/NXX assignments,
to name a few.
Consequently, a solution to utilize LERG Routing Guide to provision Tier 2 Name Server information as well as
any other IP data elements would allow the industry to continue to effectively manage process evolution as it
pertains to IP routing and interconnection. This management would reside within interactive industry processes
that have proven efficient, cost effective, and balanced in regards to all industry segments.
The LERG Routing Guide, functioning as a Tier 1 Registry, would also maintain consistency of data exchange
across the multi-service provider ecosystem as opposed to a third party’s tiered solution that might be difficult to
maintain a consistent quality of service benchmark across service providers.

4.3.1 Call Flow
A high level reference architecture is provided below that illustrates how the ENUM Domain Name System (DNS)
query sequence would function during a session. In this example, a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) session is
depicted.
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Figu
ure 4.5 – Call Flow – Enha
ancing LERG
G Routing Gu
uide to Proviide Tier 1 EN
NUM Registry
y

1. A ses
ssion is initiate
ed.
2. The Call
C Session Control Func
ction (CSCF) initiates a qu
uery to the R
Routing Serve
er for a routin
ng lookup
(poten
ntially using ENUM)
E
in its local database.
3. The lo
ocal database
e returns an NS record wiith the host n
name of a De
elegated Tier 2 Name Servver where
speciffic VoIP routiing informatio
on can be found. The num
mber may ne
eed to be port corrected tto get the
autho
orized service provider of record.
r
The NS
N record forr that provider was pre-pro
ovisioned by tthe LERG
Routin
ng Guide dow
wnload.
4. The originating
o
Se
ervice Provide
er resolves th
he Fully Qualiified Domain Name (FQDN) in the NS record to
the IP
P address of the terminating service provider’s Tier 2 ENUM serve
er.
5. The Routing
R
Serve
er sends an ENUM
E
query to
o the termina
ating network’s Tier 2 Name Server.
6. The terminating ne
etwork’s Tier 2 Name Servicer returnss interconnecct information in the form of one or
more Naming Auth
hority Pointer (NAPTR) rec
cords within th
he ENUM response.
7. The originating
o
Se
ervice Provide
er resolves a NAPTR to a SIP Uniform
m Resource Id
dentifier (SIP URI) and
then the hostname in the SIP
P URI to obta
ain the IP ad
ddress of an
n agreed upo
on terminating Service
Provid
der’s ingress SBC.
8. Based
d in the inform
mation received, the origin
nating networkk initiates a S
SIP invite to th
he terminating network
to initiate a SIP ses
ssion.

B
By implementting an ENUM approach, the network
k infrastructurre needs to b
be enhanced
d to accommodate the
a
additional que
eries as depic
cted in sequen
nces 5-6.
A
Additionally, the
t
network needs to sta
andardize the
e information,, content, and format in tthe Uniform Resource
Id
dentifier (URI). This includ
des standardizing the serv
vice paramete
ers that are g
going to be ssupported for when the
o
originating service provider receives the
e NAPTR records, and the
ere is an agre
eed-to and sta
andardized process for
h
how to use the
em for egress
s routing and session setup.
Itt should be pointed out that
t
the initia
ation of a SIP
P session, se
equence 8 ab
bove, has ad
dditional crosss-network
m
messages tha
at are not dep
picted in this reference architecture bu
ut need to be supported byy all service providers.
F
From an orig
ginating service provider perspective, there is at least 1 add
ditional ENUM query me
essage to
a
accompany th
he 3 or 4 SIP
P set up mess
sages, meaning the origin
nating CSCF,, and likely itss I-SBC, musst process
m
more messages in an ENU
UM architecturre.
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4
4.3.2 Prov
visioning Flow
F
A high level reference
r
arc
chitectures is proposed be
elow that illusstrates the prrovisioning se
equence thatt could be
im
mplemented.

e 4.6 – Provis
sioning – Enhancing LER
RG Routing G
Guide to Pro
ovide Tier 1 E
ENUM Registtry
Figure

A
As depicted in Figure 4.6,, service prov
viders would obtain the T
Tier 2 Name Server inform
mation from tthe LERG
R
Routing Guide
e to enable a functional IP NNI. This fig
gure illustrate
es a logical vie
ew that may b
be realized byy different
o
operations sys
stems.
S
Steps R1 and R2 provision
n Public Switc
ched Telephone Network (P
PSTN) inform
mation while R
R3 through R6
6 includes
b
both new IP in
nformation (i.e
e., the Name Server info) and existing P
PSTN data. Essentially, the current pro
ovisioning
STN can be applied direcctly to service
a
and routing data exchange
e systems an
nd methodolo
ogy for the PS
e provider
N
Name Serverr data exchange. Also note
n
that the number porrt provisionin
ng flow is un
nchanged from
m today’s
m
methodology.

R
Routing Data
a Provisionin
ng:
(R1) Service provider deve
elops a switch/point-of-inte
erface (POI) CLLI Code a
and associate
ed location atttributes in
the Common Language® CLONES
C
data
abase.
(R2a) The CL
LONES datab
base provides
s newly develo
oped CLLI Co
ode and loca
ation reference data to the Business
Integrated Ro
outing and Rating
R
Databa
ase System (BIRRDS). The location
n reference in
nformation iss used by
sservice provid
ders in supporrt of developin
ng new BIRR
RDS switch/PO
OI records.
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(R2b) The National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA), provides new Company Codes (a subset of OCNs), as
they are assigned, to BIRRDS.
(R2c) National CO Code (NXX) Administrators and the Thousands-Block Pooling Administrator (U.S. only)
establish base CO Code and block assignment records in BIRRDS.
(R3) Service provider updates BIRRDS with Tier 2 Name Server information, switch/POI information (e.g., actual
switch, points of interface, trunk gateways, call agents, signaling transfer points (STPs), etc.), homing
arrangements, Location Routing Numbers (LRNs), and detailed information supporting the CO Code NPA/NXX
and Thousands-Blocks that they have been assigned. This data is integrated with other BIRRDS data elements
(e.g., Rate Centers) maintained by the BIRRDS administrator. At this time, BIRRDS can perform domain
validations to validate Tier 2 Name Server accuracy. Name Server records can potentially be associated with
OCN, at the highest order, or can be associated with other LERG Routing Guide data, e.g., CO level. That Name
Server association would need to be agreed upon by the service providers.
(R4) The LERG Routing Guide is generated from current BIRRDS data and is provided to service providers
monthly for their pre-provisioning systems. As an option, augmented daily activity may be provided nightly.
(R5) Based on service providers’ local methods and procedures, the LERG Routing Guide data is loaded into
service providers’ pre-provisioning systems and is used for both PSTN and IP interconnection and routing
covering switch translations and routing.
(R6) Based on service providers’ local methods and procedures, the LERG Routing Guide data in service
providers’ pre-provisioning systems is made accessible to switch translations engineers to configure the switch
translation, routing tables and data elements used for both PSTN and IP interconnection and routing, e.g., Tier 2
Name Server information for IP.

Local Number Porting/Pooling Provisioning:
The following process involves a pre-port validation (PPV) process as well as an NPAC SOA process:
(P1) A customer/subscriber requests to port his/her telephone number to the new/recipient service provider.
(P2) Pre-port validation – The new/recipient server provider requests validation of the port from the old/donor
service provider.
(P3) Confirmation – verification of subscriber information is sent from the old/donor service provider to the
new/recipient service provider.
(P4) The new/recipient service provider sends a creation of a pending port to NPAC.
(P5) NPAC sends a notification of port to the old/donor service provider.
(P6) An approval of the pending port is sent by the old/donor service provider to NPAC.
(P7) NPAC sends a notification of the old service provider’s port approval to the new/ recipient service provider.
(P8) Activation of the port is sent from the new/recipient service provider to the NPAC.
(P9) NPAC broadcasts the new routing information for the port to the Local Service Management Systems
(LSMSs) for all service providers to update their local databases likely a Routing Server.

Service Provider Provisioning:
Service providers negotiate interconnection and exchange and provide Address records for their Tier 2 name
servers (S1). In addition, address (A/AAAA) records for the hostname FQDNs in URIs derived from the NAPTR
records that will be provided in the responses from their Tier 2 name servers. These IP addresses correspond to
the destination service provider’s I-SBCs that constitute the application layer POIs. Each service provider
provisions the records received from the other service provider in its internal DNS (S1A).
In this reference architecture, BIRRDS/LERG Routing Guide would need to be modified/enhanced to allow the
administrators to provide the registration of the Tier 2 name server information.
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4.3.3 Summary
A solution that utilizes the LERG Routing Guide as the thin Tier 1 Registry would allow the industry to continue to
leverage existing processes for data exchange of the ENUM Name Server records with caching in local
databases to avoid external NS queries.
The existing industry framework supports the exchange of TDM and IP routing and interconnection, however,
existing database systems would need to be enhanced according to the industry requirements in order to
exchange Tier 2 NS records and other IP routing information. The following items are possible areas of
enhancement to LERG Routing Guide functioning as the Tier 1 Registry for IP routing and interconnection:







Adopt an ENUM architecture but avoid the overhead and complexity of external NS queries by supporting
service provider exchange (i.e., local downloads) of Tier 2 Name Server information.
Assign and exchange a single Name Server record for a given service provider (e.g., an OCN) or a set of
Name Server Records depending on the NPA/NXX or other considerations (such as East vs. West). It is
worth discussing what granularity a Name Server will need to support including what requirement would
drive Name Servers at a full 10 digit TN level.
Validate Domain Names and potentially full URIs associated with a Name Server address prior to
accepting such routing information for exchange.
Support more frequent routing data exchanges than daily.
Global access to the NS information requires further evaluation.

5 Per-TN Overview & Approaches
A number of service providers have identified that they have a need for more molecular routing than that based
on NANP aggregation elements as discussed in the previous clause.
In general these needs arise where TNs may share common point of interconnection (PoI) for TDM
interconnection (and are thus associated with the same LRN or CLLI) but need to be treated differently for IP
interconnection.
For example, wireless SPs are migrating their existing 2G/3G subscribers to VoLTE – from TDM to IP based user
equipment (UE). For VoLTE to VoLTE calls, IP interconnection makes sense for a number of reasons – support
for high definition (HD) voice and other Rich Communication Services (RCS) features and elimination of needless
IP-TDM and TDM-IP conversions as would be required for TDM interconnection. SPs must still offer TDM
interconnection for VoLTE TNs since not all SPs are capable or willing to provide IP interconnection. And because
the migration will be gated by customer adoption of VoLTE capable UE, SPs may want to maintain existing TDM
PoIs for both 2G/3G and VoLTE TNs and maintain existing TDM routing to those PoIs. Moreover, it may be
desirable not to use the IP interconnection serving VoLTE TNs for 2G/3G TNs. First, additional network
equipment must be deployed sooner than if IP interconnection scales with VoLTE adoption and, second, 2G/3G
calls will be forced to go through unnecessary TDM/IP and IP/TDM conversions. These issues can be avoided if
an SP can specify IP interconnection routing for VoLTE TNs separately from the associated LRNs.
A related case cited during IP-NNI Task Force discussions occurs in the deployment of RCSe capabilities outside
North America in situations where voice calls and sessions using other RCS features need to be routed
differently. This may be particularly the case where number portability methods may not support aggregation via
methods like porting to different LRNs.
There may be other use cases for TN routing as well. It has been suggested that per-TN routing could be used to
either avoid routing calls to fax numbers over IP interconnections using incompatible compression or taking other
measures to insure adequate transmission quality.
The remainder of this clause discusses different approaches to providing per-TN routing information. The first
three make use of an authoritative industry registry for the exchange of per-TN data while the fourth and fifth
discusses the exchange of per-TN information on a bilateral basis or via ad hoc service bureaus without the use
of shared industry infrastructure. Of the registry-based solutions, the first uses the registry to provide routing data
(SIP URIs) directly while the other two are based on a tiered ENUM approach in which the registry provides name
server (NS) records that direct the interconnect partner on how to query the terminating service provider for
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specific routing data (NAPTR records resolving to SIP URIs). Two of the registry solutions use the NPAC to
perform the registry function while the other proposes an independent registry.

5.1 NPAC TN Registry
This approach makes use of the existing Voice URI field in the NPAC subscription version, essentially as
originally contemplated. This field provides a SIP URI that, in conjunction with bilaterally exchanged IP connection
information as in the aggregate approaches discussed in clause 4, resolves to the traffic exchange route(s)
agreed to between the interconnection partners.
Service providers wishing to provide per-TN routing perform the following provisioning activities:
1. As part of bilateral traffic exchange negotiations provide mappings for SIP URI hostnames to SBC IP
addresses.
2. Populate the Voice URI field in the NPAC subscription version for TNs available for IP interconnection
with the appropriate SIP URI. The URI will be a full SIP URI (e.g., sip:+13036614567@example.msoa.com;user=phone ) but without the tel URI number portability parameters as defined in RFC 4694.
NPAC provisioning is carried out through Change Orders 429 and 442, compliant SOAs. If a TN is not pooled or
ported, the pseudo LRN capability is used to create a subscription version.
Service providers electing to use the per-TN routing information provided by their interconnect partner will:
1. Provision the hostname – IP address mappings into their internal DNS (A/ AAAA records).
2. Provision TN-URI mappings from the NPAC into their internal routing servers using Change Orders 429,
and 442 compliant LSMS to obtain the NPAC data. If the routing server is accessed via a SIP query, the
SIP URI may be directly populated. If the routing server is accessed via an ENUM query, the SIP URI is
encapsulated into a NAPTR record.
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NANC 372 could be one way for existing SOA/LSMS to address full industry compliance with NANC 429 and
NANC 442. However, this is not assumed in the remainder of this description.
The following description does assume that certain one-time activities previously discussed have already taken
place between service providers (e.g., IP connectivity established). It should further be noted that this
provisioning approach can support the NPAC in the role of either a Tier 1 (i.e., routing data in a format that
identifies service provider Tier 2 servers – see also clause 5.2) or Tier 2 (i.e., routing data in a format that
identifies an interconnect SBC, or I-SBC, domain, where the specific “trunk group” or “route” is ultimately
designed through a bi-lateral service provider information exchange – this Clause 5.1). The remainder of this
description assumes a Tier 2 role, where the routing data to be exchanged in the NPAC is in the form of a SIP
URI like “sip:<telephone number>@sbc1.sp1.com”. However, the approach doesn’t rely on just this specific URI
format.
Generally, the NPAC LRN for ported telephone numbers or NANP NPA-NXX for native telephone numbers is
used to route calls between service providers. Similarly, the NPAC Service Provider IDentification (SPID) or
NANP OCN is typically used to route text messages between service providers. Over the past five years or so,
multiple commercial wireless use cases have arose where the SPID or OCN associated with a particular
telephone number in these recognized authoritative databases (after port-correction) was not sufficient for routing
within the ecosystem. Further, these authoritative databases, at the time, were limited in their support of such use
cases. Consequently, several commercial third party services were introduced to support these use cases while
they work hand-in-hand with the recognized authoritative databases.
The key constraint in the NPAC has since been removed through NANC 442 that allows native telephone
numbers and associated information to be stored in the NPAC. The PSTN to IP transition use case and others
being discussed are analogous to those that have naturally evolved around text messaging where additional
information beyond an NPAC LRN or NANP NPA-NXX is required in support of routing. The provisioning flow
summarized below uses the NPAC in support of the use case(s) minimally discussed within this ATIS SIP Forum
IP- NNI Task Force. Specifically, it proposes to use the industry-approved VOICE URI field (NANC 429) that is
one field of many in the existing, standard NPAC database record. Further, it leverages at least one established
commercial third party service to provision and distribute NPAC database records with URI field data.
Figure 5.2 below highlights the provisioning and distribution aspects of the approach. The routing data input is
assumed to be in the form of an NPA-NXX-XXXX. Further, SP1 has both a compliant SOA and LSMS while SP2
does not.
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5. SP2 shares per-TN VOICE URI routing data with an established third party service. For example,
a. SP2 designates existing TN 508-332-2319 for IP interconnection.
b. The associated ingress SBC domain is “sbc1.sp2.com”.
c. SP2 establishes a Letter of Authorization (LOA) with the third party supporting this approach (if such
an LOA doesn’t already exist).
d. The TN/ingress SBC domain/Action is then shared with the third party service over one of several
published APIs (e.g., a flat file with a row “5083322319,sbc1.sp2.com,A” where “A”=Add).
6. The third party service for SP2 manages as per-TN VOICE URI field data in the NPAC on behalf of SP2.
For one example use case,
a. Third party service interprets row “5083322319,sbc1.sp2.com,A” in a shared flat file and generates
the associated NPAC provisioning actions. For example,
i.
Modify action is generated to add sip:5083322319@sbc1.sp2.com to the VOICE URI field for
this existing SV record in the NPAC.
7. At a configured interval (e.g., every 15 minutes), the third party service checks for changes in SP1 VOICE
URI field data and distributes them over a pre-configured SP2 interface separate from the non-compliant
LSMS interface which continues to receive existing NPAC data for number portability.
8. SP2 extracts per-TN VOICE URI field data from SP1 (along with other existing NPAC data for number
portability) and provisions it into their internal route server. Note that the details of how this routing data
gets represented and used are specific to SP2.

This sub-clause expands on clauses 5.1.1 (above) and 5.2.1 (to be discussed in the next clause) where the
NPAC is proposed for supporting per-TN routing. Specifically, it focuses on an approach for supporting the
provisioning of per-TN level routing data into the NPAC and distributing it at a per-TN level for consumption by
any authorized service provider where their existing SOA and/or LSMS may not yet be compliant with the
previously approved NANC change orders that are required. The provisioning approach is transparent to service
providers who have compliant SOA and LSMS. For service providers who do not, their per-TN level routing data
can be shared through an established third party and provisioned (on their behalf) into the NPAC. This per-TN
routing data can then be directly consumed by any participating service provider with a compliant LSMS or
distributed through an established third party over a pre-configured interface.
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however, the details of the ENUM data repository to be queried nor the source of the data in that repository. This
proposal includes recommendations for these matters, the corresponding data formats, and the manner in which
the results of ENUM queries are processed to resolve responses to the IP address(es) toward which a SIP
INVITE to the destination network Session Border Controller are to be directed.
The classic ENUM “golden tree” architecture assumed a tiered structure in which a Tier 0 registry (such as the
one currently managed by RIPE for the e164.arpa user ENUM domain) contains name server (NS) records
pointing to the Tier 1 name servers authoritative for individual E.164 country codes. The Tier 1 registries in turn
consist of NS records pointing to the authoritative Tier 2 server for a specific E.164 number. The Tier 2 servers,
maintained by or for the assignee of the number, contained NAPTR records that resolved to the URIs needed to
establish communication to the number in question.
As the industry has yet to establish a universally recognized Tier 0 for infrastructure ENUM (RFC 5067) as
opposed to user ENUM, a combined Tier 0/1 registry is proposed for the US portion of Country Code 1.8 This Tier
0/1 registry is in principle extensible to other portions of Country Code 1 if desired by the competent authorities
and may eventually be linked to registries for other country codes or to a global Tier 0 when and if consensus on
such a Tier 0 emerges. In the interim the registry simply contains NS records for individual numbers in the US
portion of CC1.
To speed deployment and leverage existing infrastructure it is proposed that the NPAC, the local number
portability database of record, serve as the Tier 0/1 registry. Unlike the Tier 0 and Tier 1 registries in the classic
ENUM architecture, the NPAC is not a DNS name server and is not queried during call processing. It can
however download data for NS records to service providers or service bureaus for them to provision in their name
servers to be queried on call origination.
As in the classic ENUM model, the NS records will point to Tier 2 name servers that respond with NAPTR records
containing the actual routing data. Service Providers will maintain themselves or have service bureaus provide for
Tier 2 name servers for the numbers they serve. Based on the NS records obtained from the Tier 0/1 query, the
originating service provider will query the Tier 2 name server to obtain the NAPTR record for call routing.
Together the SIP URI obtained from the NAPTR record and the bilaterally exchanged URI hostname to IP
address mapping instantiate the routing agreed to by the interconnect partners.
In response to the ENUM query, the Tier 2 name server may also provide additional DNS resource records as
discussed in RFC 6116 and RFC 34039. These records could provide SBC IP address information to resolve the
URI hostname, obviating the need for this information to be exchanged offline and for the information to be
updated should additional SBCs be added or traffic migrated to different SBCs. In addition to such address (A and
AAAA) records, Single Radio Voice (SRV) records could be provided. SRV records could support the
implementation of different routing disciplines (e.g., proportional and/or ordered routing among a set of ingress
SBCs) as some IP traffic exchange routing plans already require, without the need for a service provider to build
translations for different, potentially elaborate, routing plans for each partner carrier10.

8

In infrastructure ENUM, the Tier 1 servers point to Tier 2 servers maintained by or for the service provider of record for the
number.

9

Note that use of such additional RR sets will require prearrangement with the interconnection partner and will be subject to
limits on packet size and may require use of EDNS (0). See RFC 6891.

10

Other solutions involving an ENUM query of the destination SP during call set up can also support these capabilities.
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b. Provisions NAPTR records for number in its Tier 2 name server15.
c. Provisions internal NAPTR records in its internal ENUM server for use within network calls.
3. Service providers download SVs from the NPAC, extract the NS information from the Voice URI field and
provision it as NS records into their internal ENUM server. Note that a record is provisioned for each TN.

Please note that the provisioning approach previously described in clause 5.1.1.1 can also support the proposed
solution above where the NPAC is used as a Tier 1 ENUM Registry. Specifically, any authorized service provider
whose SOA and/or LSMS does not support NANC Change Orders 429, and 442 can have their per-TN NS record
information shared through an established third party and provisioned (on their behalf) into the NPAC. This perTN NS record information can then be directly consumed by any participating service provider with a compliant
LSMS or distributed through an established third party over a pre-configured interface.

5.2.3 Summary
A Tiered ENUM approach using the NPAC as the Tier 0/1 registry populates NS records into existing fields in the
subscription version that already contains TDM routing elements. SVs are populated in the NPAC for each TN for
which IP interconnection is offered. (If a TN is not otherwise ported or pooled an SV with a pseudo LRN is
created). This approach simply enhances the existing interfaces (direct or via service bureaus) that all SPs have
with the NPAC, requiring no new governance structures.

5.3 Independent ENUM Registry
This clause describes an independent ENUM Registry, for the exchange of data for IP routing and interconnection
for routing of E.164 Addressed Communications over the IP NNI.
An ENUM Tier 1 Registry can enable authorized Service Providers to start directly exchanging routing information
dynamically to enable session setup end-to-end over IP networks. Listed below are some requirement
considerations and benefits of having a Registry:


The Tier 1 Registry could vastly reduce the NS record set by supporting policy-based NS provisioning.
For example, an NS record value could be assigned to each OCN/ SPID rather than to each telephone
number, and/or NPA/NXX or Location Routing Number (LRN). This could also differ by TN and be at the
discretion of the number holder.

(i.e., just the nameserver name as an FQDN) as opposed to the full NS form:
3.8.0.0.6.9.2.3.6.4.1.e164enum.net IN NS tier2enum.serviceprovider.net
The full record form would be reconstituted by the service provider for provisioning in its ENUM server. Note that an NS record
or records are generally provisioned for each individual number.
Multiple NS records could be populated in the NPAC VOICEURI field through the use of some agreed upon separator
character. This would allow for redundancy as it is expected that carriers would want to have multiple name server instances.
Note that an apex domain, for example, e164enum.net, needs to be agreed upon.
15

The ENUM query may return multiple NAPTR records with different order, preference, and enumservice fields as defined in
RFC 6116. Thus multiple options for interconnection can be provided including different gateways for different service types
(e.g., voice versus video) where appropriate. A NAPTR for general SIP interconnection might look like
NAPTR 10 100 "u" "E2U+sip" "!^.*$!sip:\1@gw02.serviceprovider.net; user=phone!" .
its resolution would result in the URI
sip:+14632963800@gw02. serviceprovider.net; user=phone
The querying service provider would then resolve the hostname
gw02.serviceprovider.net to obtain an IP address for the terminating provider’s ingress SBC.
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The Tier 1 Registry needs to incorporate the existing NPAC LSMS feed to provide Tier 2 NS records that
are corrected for porting and pooled numbers when applicable.
Optimize session setup time; the Tier 1 ENUM query to the external registry could be avoided by using
Zone Transfer protocol to download the NS records to local cache at each originating service provider. If
this results in too many NS records for a simple Zone Transfer, then the NS data could be transferred in
stages using a series of Zone Transfers.
Support service providers who did not have the capability for locally caching the Tier 1 NS records, then
ENUM or another query protocol could be used by originating service providers to request the NS record
from the Tier 1 Registry.
Optimize external queries whenever possible, then the Tier 0/1 Registry could optionally be used by
service providers to capture and exchange NAPTR records instead of NS records thereby combining Tier
2 functionality in the Tier 1 Registry. This could be optional according to terminating service provider
discretion and would be transparent to the originating service provider.
Allow for different NS records depending on the originating & terminating service provider combination,
then the Tier 0/1 Registry could be configured with policy for source based resolution.. For example,
some authorized Service Providers might input Name Server information for the same TN that in one
case refers to the Tier 2 Name Server of a transit operator or IP eXchange (IPX) and in another case
refers to their own terminating Tier 2 Name Server when they are peering or interconnecting directly with
the originating service provider. While more powerful in the Tier 2 Name Server platform, this feature has
potential application at the Tier 0/1 Registry level and could be used for either per session queries as well
as to customize the data download to local cache.
Accommodate ENUM on a global basis, such as for incoming and outgoing international calls, then the
Registry addresses for each country could be communicated to the global service provider community.
Support multiple Tier 0/1 Registries in order to avoid a sole supplier environment, then a mechanism,
system processes and interfaces could be established to replicate data across participating registries.
Technology exists to support such a requirement. Database peering has been formally endorsed by the
FCC to support a competitive market of TV Whitespace geolocation databases.
Support source-based routing logic which can be used for services which require it16.
Support source-based routing logic which can use location to optimize physical transport path16.

This could also be supported in other solutions that include an ENUM query to the terminating network.
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be enhanced
d to accommodate the
a
additional que
eries as depic
cted in sequen
nces 2-6 as well
w as potenttially E1 and E
E2. Additiona
ally, the network needs
to
o standardize
e the informa
ation, contentt, and format in the URI i ncluding wha
at service parrameters are going be
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ssupported so when the originating
o
service provide
er receives th
he NAPTR rrecords there
e is an agree
ed to and
sstandardized process for how to use the
em for egress
s routing and ssession set u
up.
Itt should be pointed out that
t
the initia
ation of a SIP
P session, se
equence 8 ab
bove, has ad
dditional crosss-network
m
messages tha
at are not dep
picted in this reference arch
hitecture but n
need to be su
upported by a
all service providers.

5
5.3.2 Provisioning Flo
ow
A high level provisioning
p
reference
r
architecture is shown in Figu
ure 5.7 below
w to illustrate the high leve
el process
that would be
e required for service pro
oviders to con
nfigure the E
ENUM Tier 0//1 Registry to
o support rou
uting data
e
exchange.

Figure 5.7 – Provisioning – Independ
dent ENUM R
Registry

A
As depicted in
n Figure 5.7, the ENUM Tier
T 0/1 Regis
stry can obta
ain data from all authorized Service Pro
oviders to
e
enable routing data exchange for a functional
f
IP Network to Network Inte
erconnection service. One of the
ffunctions of th
he Registry is
s to allow auth
horized Service Providers to create, change, and/orr modify ENUM domain
n
name registra
ations in the Tier
T 0/1 Registtry Database (1 and 1A).
F
Further it valid
dates registra
ations via acce
ess to the autthoritative LE RG Routing G
Guide and NP
PAC data sou
urces (2).
T
The NS recorrds (Authoritative Name Se
erver, DNS re
ecords), are ssent via Zone
e Transfer pro
otocol to local cache at
a
all service prroviders (3). The local administration also provi sions interna
al routing infformation into
o its own
d
database (4). This includes providing the NS record resolution to an IP add
dress. Service providers negotiate
in
nterconnectio
on and excha
ange and pro
ovide Addres
ss (A/AAAA) records for their Tier 2 name serverrs (5). In
a
addition, addrress records for
f the hostna
ame FQDNs in URIs derive
ed from the N
NAPTR record
ds that will be
e provided
in
n the respon
nses from the
eir Tier 2 name servers. These IP ad
ddresses corrrespond to tthe destinatio
on service
p
provider’s I-S
SBCs that co
onstitute the application layer POIs. Each servicce provider p
provisions the
e records
rreceived from the other serrvice providerr in its interna
al DNS (5A).
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5.3.3 Summary
This option proposes using a purpose-built ENUM solution as the data exchange mechanism for an IP routing
industry framework. An ENUM Tier 1 Registry can enable authorized Service Providers to start directly
exchanging routing information dynamically to enable session setup end-to-end over IP networks.

5.4 Bulk Transfer using Independent Service Bureaus
Some SPs have shown interest in the per-TN approach to exchanging routing data, whereas some others have
plans to or have already implemented the Aggregation Method described in clause 4.1. Yet, there are many more
SPs that have yet to determine what method best fits their operational capabilities and business interests. These
varying needs among SPs are indicative of how the industry is still evolving, and why a per-TN solution SP can
implement without impacting other SPs is warranted. Three approaches allowing SPs to implement a per-TN
solution independently and in cooperation with like-minded SPs is described in this clause.

5.4.1 Implementation
No new industry systems development or standards are required to implement this method. SPs can maintain
their existing internal core network IP routing service, and develop/evolve their provisioning systems
autonomously based upon their operational and business needs. In general, per-TN SPs can agree to correlate
some or all of their TNs with routing data to create a per-TN database that is shared with other SPs, either directly
or indirectly using one or more Service Bureaus.
Referring to Figure 5.8, each set of arrows lettered A through C (and color coded) represent three possible perTN implementations. The black arrows represent the manual exchange of domain names and IP address for use
when resolving per-TN routing data, e.g., SIP URIs. Note that this manual bilateral exchange is required for all the
solutions discussed in this document.
The green arrows (lettered A) depict the direct exchange where each SP obtains a copy of the others per-TN
routing database. This may be attractive to SPs having the operational capability that prefer not to outsource the
data exchange functionality.
The blue arrows (lettered B) depict the use of a common Service Bureau to exchange per-TN routing data where
both SPs have chosen the same Service Bureau to outsource data exchange functionality.
The red arrows (lettered C) depict how SPs may use a Service Bureau to exchange routing data on their behalf
with SPs subscribed to a different Service Bureau. Here again, Service Bureaus may provide additional
functionality based upon the needs of their SP subscribers.

5.4.2 Provisioning
A Provisioning diagram is shown below in Figure 5.8.
In this provisioning example, SP1 provisions (black arrows) its Routing Service and DNS based upon information
provided by SP2. SIP URIs are correlated with SBC interconnect IP addresses and domain names provided by
SP2.
The SP1 and SP2 exchange (either directly or via Service Bureaus as described above) the per-TN database and
periodic updates based upon an agreed frequency. For example, TNs can be correlated with a URI that is a full
SIP URI (e.g., sip:+13036614567@example.mso-a.com;user=phone) but without the tel URI number portability
parameters as defined in RFC 4694. How SP1 designs its routing service to use per-TN routing data is specific to
SP1’s implementation.
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Figure 5.8 – Provisioning- Bulk Tra
ansfer using
g Independen
nt Service Bu
ureaus

5
5.4.3 Call Flow
F
A
An example of
o the Call Flow
w is shown below in Figure
e 5.9:
1. Pat (n
non-roaming subscriber
s
off SP1) makes
s a session re
equest (e.g., p
places a call)) to Mike (sub
bscriber of
SP2). SP1’s netwo
ork provides originating
o
se
ervices based on Pat’s sub
bscription.
2. SP1’s
s application server
s
queries its routing service
s
in rea
al time using tthe called num
mber to deterrmine how
to forrward the re
equest. The routing serv
vice first porrtability corre
ects the calle
ed number, and then
determ
mines that it is not subscribed to SP1. It then checkss to see whetther the code holder assocciated with
the te
elephone num
mber17 is cove
ered by an IP
P interconnecction agreem
ment. If so, th
he SP1 routin
ng service
18
supplies the app
plication serve
er with the in
ngress point tthrough whicch SP2 has rrequested tha
at session
reque
ests directed to
t this telepho
one number enter
e
its netwo
ork.
3. The application
a
se
erver identifies
s SBC-2 and (if applicable
e) SBC-1 in S
SIP ROUTE headers, and
d forwards
the re
esulting session request onward.
o
SP1’s L3 proce
essing resolve
es the host p
portion of the
e topmost
ROUT
TE header (us
sing DNS) to the IP addres
ss of SBC-1.
4. SBC-1 removes th
he topmost ROUTE
R
header (which ide
entifies itself)) and forward
ds the sessio
on request
based
d on the next one (which id
dentifies SBC
C-2). To do s o it resolves (using DNS) the host portion of that
heade
er, yielding the IP address of SBC-2.
5. SBC-2
2 removes th
he topmost ROUTE
R
heade
er (which ide
entifies itself) and admits tthe message
e to SP2’s
netwo
ork, forwarding it to an app
plication serve
er, and eventu
ually to Mike. How SP2 pe
erforms these
e functions
is SP specific.

17

The “code ho
older” is a term
m used to refer to the SP serv
ving the TN, which can be ide
entified in LER
RG data using tthe LRN or
th
he NPA-NXX of
o the telephone
e number (if no
ot shown in the
e NPAC, e.g., p
ported or poole d).
18

How this is accomplished is
s implementatio
on specific. Me
essages from a
an application sserver to a routting service is ttypically an
nds back a
E
ENUM query, but
b in some networks a SIP message
m
is sen
nt to a proxy co
ollocated with tthe ENUM servvice, which sen
3
302 “redirect” re
esponse.
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Figure 5..9 – Call Flow
w – Bulk Tran
nsfer using I ndependentt Service Burreaus

5
5.5 Query
y Using In
ndepende
ent Serviice Burea
aus
S
Some SPs ha
ave shown intterest in the per-TN appro
oach to excha
anging routing data, wherreas some oth
hers have
p
plans to or ha
ave already im
mplemented th
he Aggregatio
on Method de
escribed in cla
ause 4.1. Yett, there are m
many more
S
SPs that have
e yet to determine what method
m
best fits
f their operrational capa
abilities and b
business need
ds. These
vvarying needs
s among SPs are indicative
e of how the industry
i
is stilll evolving a rrouting paradigm, and whyy a per-TN
ssolution SPs can
c implemen
nt by “opting-iin” without impacting otherr SPs is warra
anted.
T
Three approa
aches allowin
ng SPs to im
mplement a per-TN
p
solutio
on independe
ently and in cooperation with likem
minded SPs by
b “sharing co
opies of their per-TN datab
base” are desscribed in clau
use 5.4. This clause describes three
n external
a
additional perr-TN approach
hes where SP
Ps agreeing to
t employ the
e per-TN metthod do so byy “querying an
d
database” hos
sted by a Serv
vice Bureau or
o directly with
h the intercon
nnecting SP.

5
5.5.1 Imple
ementation
n
S
Some SPs su
ubscribe to products
p
offered by Servic
ce Bureaus tto facilitate IP routing. Fo
or example, a Service
B
Bureau subsc
cribing to the LERG
L
Routin
ng Guide and NPAC feeds can manipula
ate and forma
at data based
d upon the
n
needs of an SP’s
S
internal routing servic
ce. SPs choo
osing the per--TN method ccan “opt-in” b
by sharing rou
uting data
w
with a Service
e Bureau, so that intercon
nnecting SPs choosing to employ the p
per-TN metho
od can perforrm a realtime per-TN query
q
to obta
ain routing in
nformation. Alternatively,
A
SPs may ag
gree to queryy each other’’s’ per-TN
d
database directly, but this is
i expected to
o be the exception. It is expected that S
Service Burea
aus will synchronize the
rrouting data of
o their subscrribing SPs so that each will have authorritative routing
g information..
T
These three solutions
s
do not
n require th
he developme
ent of existin g or new sha
ared industryy infrastructurre, but the
d
database and
d query/respo
onse protocol should be un
niform to faciilitate interope
erability. Also
o, uniformity a
as to how
m
multiple registtry providers may synchro
onize with eac
ch other so th
hey can offer the same authoritative da
ata to their
rrespective SP
Ps is also warrranted.
R
Referring to Figure
F
5.10, each set of arrrows lettered A through C (and color co
oded) represe
ents three posssible perT
TN implemen
ntations. (The
e black arrow
ws represent the manual b
bilateral exch
hange of URI and IP add
dresses to
rresolve SIP URIs
U
obtained
d via query. Note that this manual exxchange of a limited quan
ntity of routin
ng data is
ccommonplace
e among per-T
TN and Aggre
egation metho
ods describe elsewhere in this document.)



The green
g
arrows (lettered A) depict the ca
ase where SP
Ps directly qu
uery each oth
her’s per-TN database.
This may
m be attractive to SPs having the operational
o
ccapability thatt prefer not to
o outsource the query
functionality to a Service Bureau
u.
b
arrows (le
ettered B) de
epict the case where SPs q
query a comm
mon Service Bureau, an example of
The blue
where
e SPs have ch
hosen the sam
me Service Bureau
B
to outssource query functionality.
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The red arrows (le
ettered C) dep
pict the case where SPs d
do not use a common Serrvice Bureau, but allow
their chosen
c
Servic
ce Bureaus to
o exchange routing
r
data o
on their behallf for query byy SPs (subsccribed to a
differe
ent Service Bureau).

N
Note that eac
ch of the belo
ow three case
es may be im
mplemented ssimultaneously, allowing S
SPs to select a Service
B
Bureau that best
b
meets th
heir operation
nal needs. It is expected tthat SPs wou
uld gain acce
ess to multiplle Service
B
Bureaus for interconnectio
on purposes and that an ecosystem o
of Service Bu
ureaus may evolve. The ability for
S
Service Burea
aus to provide
e both a querry and bulk trransfer servicce as discusssed in clause 5.4 – coupled with the
ons.
ssynchronizatio
on of routing data
d
among multiple
m
registtries – would provide SPs with a broad range of optio

Figure 5.10 – Service Bu
ureau Implem
mentation Ex
xamples

5
5.5.2 Provisioning
A Provisioning
g diagram is shown
s
below in Figure 5.11. Note that o
only the case where both S
SPs employ a common
S
Service Burea
au is shown fo
or simplicity.
In this provisio
oning examplle, SP1 provis
sions (black arrows)
a
its Ro
outing Service and DNS b
based upon in
nformation
p
provided by SP2.
S
SIP URIs are correlatted with SBC interconnect IP addressess provided byy SP2.
T
The SP1 and
d SP2 query each other’s database orr employ a S
Service Burea
au to offer itss per-TN dattabase for
q
query. For example, TNs can be correlatted with a URI tha
at is a fu
ull SIP UR
RI (e.g.,
ssip:+13036614567@example.mso-a.com;user=phon
ne ) but witho
out the tel UR
RI number po
ortability param
meters as
d
defined in RF
FC 4694. Ho
ow SP1 desig
gns its routin
ng service to
o use per-TN
N routing datta is specific to SP1’s
im
mplementatio
on.
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Figure 5.11 – Provisioning – Query using
u
Indepe
endent Service Bureau C
Call Flow

5
5.5.3 Call Flow
F
A
An example of
o the Call Flow
w is shown below in Figure
e 5.12:
1. Pat (n
non-roaming subscriber
s
off SP1) makes
s a session re
equest (e.g., p
places a call)) to Mike (sub
bscriber of
SP2). SP1’s netwo
ork provides originating
o
se
ervices based on Pat’s sub
bscription.
2. SP1’s
s application server
s
queries (2A) its routing service in
n real time ussing the called
d number to d
determine
how to
t forward the request. The
T
routing service
s
first p
portability corrrects the callled number, and then
determ
mines that it is not subscribed to SP1. It then checkss to see whetther the code holder assocciated with
the te
elephone num
mber19 is cov
vered by an IP interconn ection agreement. If so, SP1 queriess (2B) the
Servic
ce Bureau sp
pecified by SP
P2, and the SP1
S
routing se
ervice (2A) supplies20 the application server with
the in
ngress point through whic
ch SP2 has requested th
hat session rrequests direccted to this telephone
numb
ber enter its ne
etwork.
3. The application
a
se
erver identifies
s SBC-2 and (if applicable
e) SBC-1 in S
SIP ROUTE headers, and
d forwards
the re
esulting session request onward.
o
SP1’s L3 proce
essing resolve
es the host p
portion of the
e topmost
ROUT
TE header (us
sing DNS) to the IP addres
ss of SBC-1.
4. SBC-1 removes th
he topmost ROUTE
R
header (which ide
entifies itself)) and forward
ds the sessio
on request
based
d on the next one (which id
dentifies SBC
C-2). To do s o it resolves (using DNS) the host portion of that
heade
er, yielding the IP address of SBC-2.
5. SBC-2
2 removes th
he topmost ROUTE
R
heade
er (which ide
entifies itself) and admits tthe message
e to SP2’s
netwo
ork, forwarding it to an app
plication serve
er, and eventu
ually to Mike. How SP2 pe
erforms these
e functions
is SP specific.

19

The “code ho
older” is a term
m used to refer to the SP serv
ving the TN, which can be ide
entified in LER
RG data using tthe LRN or
th
he NPA-NXX of
o the telephone
e number (if no
ot shown in the
e NPAC, e.g., p
ported or poole d).
20

How this is accomplished is
s implementatio
on specific. Me
essages from a
an application sserver to a routting service is ttypically an
nds back a
E
ENUM query, but
b in some networks a SIP message
m
is sen
nt to a proxy co
ollocated with tthe ENUM servvice, which sen
3
302 “redirect” re
esponse.
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Figurre 5.12 – Calll Flow – Que
ery using Ind ependent Se
ervice Burea
au

6 Intero
operabiliity betw
ween Aggregatte & Pe
er-TN R
Routing Data
Appro
oaches
T
This clause discusses
d
how
w the two pre
eviously discu
ussed carrierr routing apprroaches can co-exist (or p
potentially
in
nteroperate) with
w each oth
her.
W
When conside
ering interope
erating betwee
en carriers it is important to
o recognize tthat the intercconnection pro
ocess has
a number of steps
s
that are common. For example:
een carriers o
1. Interc
connection ag
greements are
e formally neg
gotiated betwe
on a bilateral basis. This negotiation
proce
ess will lead to
t a formal agreement between the ca
arriers on a n
number of ke
ey points relatted to the
interc
connection, including an ag
greed to mec
chanism for e
exchanging ro
outing data. A
As a result, th
here is no
need to define an approach
a
whe
ere two carrie
ers with arbitrrary preferencces interconne
ect and excha
ange data
withou
ut first agreeing on the app
proach each will
w use.
2. Under all scenario
os being cons
sidered, carriers will use d
data from a variety of sources as inpu
ut to their
intern
nal Business Support Sys
stems/Operatiion Support Systems (BS
SS/OSS) to b
build and ma
aintain an
intern
nal database for routing calls/session
ns. Each ca
arrier uses th
heir own syystem, with ttheir own
algorithm(s), for this, and it is th
herefore out of
o scope for t his IP NNI Ta
ask Force. Th
he routing datta defined
in this
s document is
s an importan
nt enabler for interconnecti on, but it is ju
ust one of the
e data source
es used by
the ca
arrier to consttruct their own
n routing table
es.

T
The key differrence betwee
en the propos
sed solutions is what spec ific data is to be exchange
ed between ccarriers as
p
part of interco
onnection neg
gotiation. This
s is an importtant aspect th
hat has alread
dy been discu
ussed in this document
a
and it is assum
med for this in
nteroperability
y clause.
S
Specifically, th
his clause cov
vers the case
e where carrie
ers prefer to u
use different a
approaches a
and outlines a series of
in
ntermediate options
o
that discuss potenttial industry “m
middle ground
d” positions.
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6.1 Routing Data from an Aggregate SP to a Per-TN SP
There are several possibilities for how the per-TN SP may arrange to route to the Aggregate SP.
First, the Per-TN SP may simply agree to implement aggregate-based routing as described in clause 4.
The second alternative is to transform the aggregate routing data into a per-TN representation. In the basic case,
a per-TN SP receives the aggregate data and then creates individual TN records in its routing server based on
that data. For example, if an OCN to SBC IP address mapping is provided, the per-TN SP uses associated
industry data to map the OCN into the set of TNs the aggregate SP is offering for IP traffic exchange. This
involves determining the set of NPA-NXXs and/or thousands blocks under the OCN, creating a record for each
TN, and then continuously removing records for numbers that have ported or pooled away from the aggregate SP
and adding records for numbers ported or pooled into an LRN that is associated with the OCN (i.e., has an NPANXX with the code holder OCN of the aggregate SP). Thus, it is the responsibility of the Per-TN SP to update the
record set based on changes industry data. Note that the expanded data set may include records for unallocated
numbers. Except for misdials, these records would not be accessed.
The expansion described above could also be performed by a third party, either on behalf of the per-TN SP or the
aggregate SP depending on business arrangements.
In the third party case the aggregate data could be delivered to a service bureau by the aggregate provider.
Because the service bureau could distribute data to multiple per-TN providers, records would not include IP
addresses as these would be target service provider specific. The records however could map TNs to a supplied
SIP URI with a generic host name keyed to the aggregation element provided in the bilateral exchange. For
example, a SIP URI containing the hostname OCN “<ocn>.<spname>”.net might be used in the service bureau
records. The per-TN provider could then populate the TN records in its routing server as described in clause 5
and resolve the host name in its local DNS, with records that match the host name to the IP address associated
with the corresponding OCN in the bilateral data exchange.

6.2 Routing Data from a Per-TN SP to an Aggregate SP
There are likewise several possibilities for how an aggregate SP may route to the per-TN SP.
First, the per-TN provider may simply agree to provide aggregate routing data. Aggregate data may include TNs
beyond those for which the per-TN SP prefers for IP interconnection. For example, a wireless SP that has both
VoLTE (IP) and Global System for Mobile (GSM)/Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) (non-IP),
subscribers that are not distinguished from a NANP data construct view may simply provide mappings from, for
example, its OCNs to its SBC IP addresses. This will result in some VoLTE originated calls transiting the IP
interconnection even though they are destined for GSM/UMTS subscribers.
A second possibility is that the aggregate SP will accept per-TN information to populate its routing server even
though it prefers to provide routing information for its own TNs on an aggregate basis. The per-TN data could be
provided through a service bureau.

6.3 Registry Supporting Both Aggregate & Expanded per-TN Routing Data
In this case the aggregate input would map a NANP construct to a SIP URI rather than a set of IP addresses (as
discussed in clause 6.1 above). Bilateral negotiation would then provide the URI to IP address mapping. A
Registry could retain this aggregate input and make it available to SPs that prefer aggregate input via an interface
to be defined. It could also expand this aggregate input and make it available to SPs that prefer per-TN data.

6.4 Using the NPAC to interoperate on a per-TN & aggregate basis
The solution introduced in this clause assumes that some service providers will agree to use an aggregate routing
data approach and others a per-TN routing data approach.
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6.4.1 Overview
The solution identifies just one potential “middle ground” for industry consideration. It leverages the NPAC and
approved North American Numbering Council (NANC) governance change orders designed to facilitate routing
transition to next generation networks. The solution further draws on established practices and commercial third
party offerings which have been enabling ubiquitous Short Message Service (SMS) routing, for example, across a
broad range of specialized use cases. Specifically, this solution focuses on an approach for supporting the
provisioning of both aggregate and per-TN level routing data into the NPAC and distributing it all at a per-TN level
for consumption by any authorized service provider.

6.4.2 High Level Description
A key difference between the two currently proposed routing data approaches in clauses 4 and 5 is the granularity
of information to be provisioned (shared) and managed by each service provider’s routing service. However,
once some service providers agree to use a per-TN data approach, then all other participating service providers
will most likely need the capability to manage the associated per-TN data in their respective routing services.
The following solution is just one way to support the provisioning of both per-TN and aggregate routing data in the
NPAC and builds on various third party services and published APIs that primarily support ubiquitous industry
SMS routing today. The following description assumes that certain one-time activities previously discussed and
common across both proposed routing data approaches have already taken place between service providers
(e.g., IP connectivity established). This solution supports both per-TN and aggregate routing data input and
expands the latter for direct provisioning into the NPAC.
It should be noted that this solution can support the NPAC in the role of either a Tier 1 (i.e., routing data in a
format that identifies service provider Tier 2 servers – see also clause 5.2) or Tier 2 (i.e., routing data in a format
that identifies an interconnect SBC, or I-SBC, domain, where the specific “trunk group” or “route” is ultimately
designed through a bi-lateral service provider information exchange – see also clause 5.1). The remainder of this
solution description assumes a Tier 2 role, where the routing data to be exchanged in the NPAC is in the form of a
SIP URI like “sip:<telephone number>@sbc1.sp1.com”. However, the solution doesn’t rely on just this specific
URI format.

6.4.3 Provisioning
Generally, the NPAC LRN for ported telephone numbers or NANP NPA-NXX for native telephone numbers is
used to route calls between service providers. Similarly, the NPAC SPID or NANP OCN is typically used to route
text messages between service providers. Since approximately 2010, multiple commercial wireless use cases
arose where the SPID or OCN associated with a particular telephone number in these recognized authoritative
databases (after port-correction) was not sufficient for routing within the ecosystem. Further, these authoritative
databases, at the time, were limited in their support of such use cases. Consequently, several commercial third
party services were introduced to support these use cases while they work hand-in-hand with the recognized
authoritative databases.
The key constraint in the NPAC has since been removed through one NANC governance change order that
allows native telephone numbers and associated information to be stored in the NPAC. The PSTN to IP transition
use case and others being discussed are analogous to those that have naturally evolved around text messaging
where additional information beyond an NPAC LRN or NANP NPA-NXX is required in support of routing. The
provisioning flow summarized below uses the NPAC in support of the use case(s) minimally discussed within this
ATIS/SIP Forum IP-NNI Task Force. Specifically, it proposes to use the industry-approved VOICE URI field that
is one field of many in the existing, standard NPAC database record. Further, it leverages at least one
established commercial third party service to provision and maintain NPAC database records with URI field data
inherently synchronized with aggregate routing data input.
Figure 6.1 below highlights the provisioning and distribution aspects of the solution. For illustrative purposes and
in an attempt to just give the reader an introduction to how the solution can work, the aggregate routing data input
is assumed to be in the form of an NPA-NXX (a native NANP 6-digit code or 6-digit LRN). Further, SP1 has
agreed to use the per-TN routing data approach while SP2 wants to provision routing data at an aggregate level.
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Figure 6.1 – Provisio
oning

U
Using the NP
PAC to Intero
operate on a per-TN and Aggregate
A
B
Basis
1. SP1 and
a SP2 negotiate bilatera
al IP interconnection and e
exchange. In
n support of rrouting data e
exchange,
each provides an agreed
a
to map
pping of IP ad
ddress record
ds (A/AAAA re
ecords) to FQ
QDNs (or URI domains)
corres
sponding to their
t
respectiv
ve I-SBCs. Each SP the
en provisions these record
ds into their rrespective
local DNS.
D
An exa
ample of such
h a mapping fo
or one URI do
omain could b
be:
UR
RI Domain

IP Address

sb
bc1.sp1.com

13 8.34.23.3

sb
bc1.sp1.com

18 2.36.12.1

sb
bc1.sp1.com

58 .23.12.90

2. SP1 populates
p
the
e NPAC VOIC
CE URI field in the associa
ated subscrip
ption version ((SV) record through its
SOA (or equivalent) as new numbers
n
are provisioned or existing numbers become availab
ble for IP
interc
connection. Again, the rou
uting data to be exchange
ed is assume
ed, for this de
escription, to be in the
form of
o a SIP URI like “sip:<tele
ephone numbe
er>@sbc1.sp
p1.com”.
3. SP2 shares
s
aggreg
gate routing data
d
with an established
e
th
hird party servvice. For example,
a. SP2 designates LRN 50
08-332 for IP interconnectiion.
ciated ingress SBC domain
n is “sbc1.sp2
2.com”.
b. The assoc
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c..

SP2 estab
blishes a Lettter of Authorization (LOA)) with the third party supp
porting this ssolution (if
such an LO
OA doesn’t already exist).
d. The LRN/ingress SBC domain/Action is then sshared with th
he third partty service over one of
Add).
several published APIs (e.g., a flat file with a row “508332,sbc1
1.sp2.com,A”” where “A”=A
4. The third party service for SP2
2 expands ag
ggregate routting data inpu
ut and manages as per-T
TN VOICE
URI field data in the NPAC on behalf
b
of SP2.. For one exa
ample use ca
ase,
a. Third party
y service interrprets row “50
08332,sbc1.ssp2.com,A” in a shared flatt file and gene
erates the
associated
d NPAC provisioning action
ns. For exam
mple,
i.
15
5 numbers (SV
V records) we
ere found to e
exist in the NP
PAC with LRN
N 508332XXX
XX
ii.
15
5 Modify actions are then generated
g
to a
add “sip:<tele
ephone number>@sbc1.sp
p2.com” to
the
e VOICE URII field for thes
se SV recordss
b. At a config
gured intervall (e.g., every 15 minutes), check for ne
ew numbers w
with LRN 508
8332XXXX
and generate associate
ed Modify actiions. Note th
hat there is no
o action required for those
e numbers
that are no
o longer assoc
ciated with this LRN.
5. SP1 and
a SP2 dow
wnload per-TN
N VOICE URI field data frrom each oth
her (along with other existiing NPAC
data for
f number po
ortability) thro
ough its LSMS
S (or equivale
ent).
6. SP1 and
a SP2 extra
act per-TN VO
OICE URI field data from e
each other (a
along with oth
her existing NPAC data
for nu
umber portabiility) and prov
vision it into their respectivve internal route servers. N
Note that the details of
how this routing da
ata gets repre
esented and used
u
are speccific to SP1 an
nd SP2.

6
6.4.4 Call Flow
F
F
Figure 6.2 be
elow illustrates
s a call flow with the prop
posed solutio n. For illustrrative purpose
es, SP2 initia
ates a call
(session) to SP1:
S

Figu
ure 6.2 – Call Flow – Using the NPAC to Interopera
ate on a per--TN and Agg
gregate Basis
s

1. SP2 customer
c
dials
s destination number on SP1
S network.
2. SP2 S-CSCF
S
querries internal route
r
server and
a SP2 routte server resp
ponds back to S-CSCF with a portcorrec
cted SIP URI containing th
he hostname of
o an agreed upon SP1 intterconnect SB
BC.
3. SP2 S-CSCF
S
resolves this hosttname in the SIP URI throu
ugh its local D
DNS to obtain
n the IP addrress of the
SP1 interconnect SBC.
S
4. A SIP
P INVITE is se
ent to SP2 inte
erconnect SB
BC that has la
ayer 3 connecctivity to the S
SP1 interconn
nect SBC.
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5. The SIP INVITE is forwarded to the SP1 interconnect SBC.
6. SP1 interconnect SBC forwards the SIP INVITE to the SP1 S-CSCF.
7. SP1 S-CSCF terminates the call to its customer.

6.4.5 Summary
The solution proposed above is just one potential “middle ground” for industry consideration. It is instantiated
over existing NPAC infrastructure and conforms to approved/adopted change orders. Using the NPAC to support
the PSTN to IP transition use case (and others being discussed) also allows inherent data synchronization with
number portability information. Further, the solution has built-in support for local downloads/caches of routing
data. The solution is transparent to service providers who agree to use the per-TN routing data approach. For
service providers who agree to use the aggregate routing data approach, the associated aggregate routing data
(e.g., native NPA-NXX, LRN) can be shared through an established third party, expanded, provisioned and
updated (on their behalf) as per-TN routing data in the NPAC. This per-TN routing data can then be directly
consumed by any participating service provider.
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Appendix A – Comparative Characteristics Matrix
The ATIS SIP FORUM IP-NNI Task Force developed the following list of comparative characteristics that may be
useful in understanding the approaches discussed in this document.

#

Characteristics
Group

Characteristics

1

Performance

Scalability

List issues
quantify

&

2

Reliability

List issues
quantify

&

3

Call setup time

Value range
conditions

&

4

Impact on signaling traffic

Quantify

Ability to specify interconnection information with
finer granularity than at the service provider level

Yes/No

6

Ability to specify different interconnection
attributes for different groupings of a service
providers’ numbers

Yes/No

7

Provides a mechanism for aggregation of routing
information above the individual number level.

Yes/No

8

Provides a mechanism to get some insight into
the service capabilities of destinations before
routing a call.

Yes/No

9

Supports the ability to provide NS/EP services
(e.g., NS/EP GETS, WPS, NS/EP NGN-PS).

Yes/No

10

Provide a mechanism for interconnecting carriers
to identify different interconnection points (for a
given group of TNs) depending on the originating
carrier.

Yes/No

11

Enables the service provider connecting to the
terminating provider to select the interconnect
point, consistent with the preferences identified by
the terminating carrier.

Yes/No

12

Provides the ability to exchange routing data
between carriers in bulk.

Yes/No

13

Provides the ability to query a locally cached copy
within each carrier, rather than always having to
query the terminating carrier.

Yes/No

14

Provides a clear path to a global solution

Yes/No

15

Provides a good solution for the end-state all-IP
network

Yes/No
degree?

16

Maintains backwards compatibility or method to
interoperate during the transition to an all-IP
network

Yes/No

5

Service requirements

Information
type
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17

Ability to support non-E.164 public user identities

Yes/No

18

Solution synchronized to number portability

Yes/No

19

Solution not tied to historical geography of
numbering plan

Yes/No

20

Support for open Internet routing

Yes/No

Time to implement – common infrastructure

Quantify

22

Impact on core network elements?

Enumerate
quantify

&

23

Impact on existing service provider systems

Enumerate
quantify

&

24

What external bodies are required to modify
existing arrangements, systems, etc.?

Enumerate

25

Impact on existing industry systems

Quantify

26

Level of dependence on “CO codes”, even during
the transition?

Quantify

27

Need for additional industry systems & interfaces?

Quantify

Increase in vulnerability

Quantify

Support for secure tunnels

Yes/No

21

28
29

Solution complexity

Security
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